
 

SPECIAL edition cycling podcast

ENW Riding the Kaido

ENW Episode 433 | April 30 2021

In this special edition podcast ENW is cycling the across 
the nine Geiyo Islands in the Seto Inland Sea! 



Part 1 | Topic Warm Ups[1] ENW 433

Warm Up 1 Odd One Out

 Look at the 4 bicycle brands. 
 Which 1 is different form the other 3?
 Write your reason on the line below!
 If you don’t know - GUESS! [Think country…]

 Because…___________________________________________________

A        B

C        D

Warm Up 2 Brainstorm

 Read the word in the box. 
 How many different words can you connect to that word?
 Write as many different words / phrases as you can!

Explore

Warm Up 3 Grand Tour Winners!

 Read the list of cycling Grand Tour Winners
 Match them with their total number of wins!
 Number One should be fairly easy….

Grand Tour Winner by Number of Victories 
 1:  _____________________ 11 Wins 
 2:  _____________________ 10 Wins 
 3:  _____________________ 8 Wins 
 4:  _____________________  7 Wins 
 5:  _____________________  5 Wins 
 6:  _____________________  4 Wins 
 7:  _____________________  3 Wins 
 8: _____________________    2 Wins 
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Part 2 | Pre-Listening / Reading[2] ENW 433

Pre-Listening / Pre-Reading 1 Famous ‘Kaido Locations

 The Shimanami Kaido is one of the most famous cycling routes in Japan.
 Match locations that you might see if you start in Hiroshima & end in Matsuyama!
 If you are not sure, then there is always the Internet to help you!

A    B  C     D   E       F

1: Crown Bridge    ____ 3: Imabri Castle ____ 5: A-Bomb Dome ____
2: Dogo Onesen     ____ 4: Jiko Temple ____ 6: Rabbit Island ____

Pre-Listening / Pre-Reading 2 Shimanami Kaido 

 Read the sight questions about ‘Kaido. Can you choose the correct answers?
 If you don't know - use the Internet, ask a partner or GUESS!

1 | What is the total distance of the 
Shimanami Kaido? 

a: 71km  b: 81km c: 91km

9: Which badge is of a sports team 
that plays in Shikoku?

    

2 | How far is Onomichi City from 
Hiroshima City? (approx)
a: 80km  b: 90km  c: 100km

3 | What does Imabari (今治) mean in English ?
a: Now at Peace  b: Now in Health  c: Now Sunrise

4 | How many islands are on the 
Shimanami Kaido route?

a: 7  b: 8 c: 9

5 | What is the name of the sea around the 
‘Kaido route?

a: Seto Inward  b: Seto Inland  c: Seto Stormy

6 |What inland on the route is named after an 
animal?

a: Tiger  b: Rabbit c: Monkey

7 | What is the average temperature in Ehime 
Prefecture in March?

a: 12.5C  b: 14.5C c: 16.5C

8 | What is the official fruit of the region?
a: Apple   b: Orange  c: Dragon Fruit



Part 3 | Reading & Listening 1[3] ENW 433

Location 1 Day 1: Hiroshima to Onomichi

 Read the title for the 1st part of this special ‘Kaido podcast!
 Next read the three statements below. What do you think is the answer?
 If you are not sure - GUESS! Choose ‘YES' or ‘NO’!

A: Jessie Roberta Cowan founded Nikka Whisky in 1894.
B: From Hiroshima City to Onomichi City is about 88km.
C: Mihara is a port city on the Seto Island Sea coast. 

YES | NO
YES | NO
YES | NO

Location 1 | GAP FILL

 Read / Listen to Location 1.
 What is the correct answer for each space? Write one word in each space.

Whisky, Mountains and Tired Legs! 
ENW is 49km into what, if everything goes well, will be a 240km 3-Day cycling 1: ________! We are 
going to ride the spectacular Shimanami Kaido, a 75km winding journey over bridges and islands 
clumped between two of Japan’s four main islands. But, as ENW is a tad crazier, we are actually starting 
in Hiroshima City! We left our home at 9:43am and a few hours and 51km later - we have reached the 
small city of Takehara on the Seto Island Sea 2: ________.  

Takehara is famous for salt, a lot of the town's wealth was created through the trading of the 3: _______. 
The reason why ENW has stopped, aside to rest our legs, is because we have stumbled across the city’s 
preserved Old Town. Consisting of a few streets, many of the buildings are from the 4: ___ Century. There 
is even a statue to Jessie Roberta Cowan and her husband. The Scottish lady became more famous as 
Taketsuru Rita - the husband of Masataka - the founder of Nikka Whisky who was born in the city in 1894. 

You now find ENW about 25km or so up the road and just after cycling over a seemingly never ending    
6: ________! We are about to enter the port city of Mihara, and hopefully from now on the terrain will 
be pretty flat! But we have made good time, and should reach Onomichi City in time for dinner! 

88.9km! Yup ENW has finished Day 1 of our cycling adventure. We have met up with our friend Pete, a 
Liverpool FC fan (but we forgive him!) who perhaps 7: ________ took the train to here from Hiroshima! 
Tomorrow the Shimanami Kaido begins for real, but first - Pete, what is for dinner..? 

Q & A

1 | In total how many kilometres did ENW ride? ______________________
2 | What country did Jessie Cowan come from? ______________________
3 | What product made Takehara rich? ______________________
4 | What team does Pete support? ______________________
5 | How many cities are mentioned in Day 1? ______________________



Part 3 | Reading & Listening 2 ENW 433[4]

Location 2 Day 2: Onomichi to Omishima

 Read the title for the 2nd part of this special ‘Kaido podcast!
 Next read the three statements below. What do you think is the answer?
 If you are not sure - GUESS! Choose ‘YES' or ‘NO’!

A: Moai are originally from Easter Island in the Pacific Ocean.
B:  Lawson Brothers is the name of a Japanese convenience store.
C:  From Inno Island to Easter Island is 24, 069km.

YES | NO
YES | NO
YES | NO

Location 2 | Wrong Word!

 Read / Listen to Location 2.
 Circle the six mistakes in the text. Then write the correct words below.

Bridges, Runners, A Brontosaurus & 3 Moai! 
ENWs legs are not too bad as we have our first stop of the day 18km into Day 2 of our Kaido Ride! We 
have just stopped across from a Lawson convenience store and have fuelled up on sports drinks and some 
gels. The weather is awful, around 19C and ENW has already completed two bridges, three hills and a 
bungee crossing!  
We started the journey with a long 8 minute crossing from Onomichi to Mukaishima. On board were half 
a dozen Japanese-American students who were cycling before they started the new academic year. From 
Mukaishima ENW and Pete cycled across the 2nd island of the day - Innoshima - where we spied four 
unusual statues. The first was a life-size labrador overlooking Shimanami Beach. The latter, a few hundred 
metres down the road were three Moai! Now ENW has visited Easter Island (ENW 299) and seen some 
genuine ones, but we never expected to spy three copies tucked away 14,069 km from their source! 
So, ENW has reached the accommodation for Day 2, the rather cosy I-Link Hostel & Cafe tucked a few 
hundred miles from the Tatara Bridge. After a meal of chicken, rice and salad we have washed it down 
with a couple of rather good mojitos! But, the most impressive of all were two 50+ ladies we met. Why? 
They are hopping the whole Shimanami Kaido, all 75km - in just 2 days! We are knackered already!  

Write the Correct Words!

1: __________  2: __________  3: __________  4: __________  5: ___________  6: __________

Q & A

1 | What was the temperature on Day 2? ______________________
2 | What is the name of the accommodation?        ______________________
3 | How many statues did ENW spot?      ______________________
4 | What is the name of the bridge?   ______________________
5 | How long did the ferry crossing take?                           ______________________



Part 3 | Reading & Listening 3 ENW 433[5]

Location 3 Day 3: Omishima-Imabari

 Read the title for the 3rd part of this special ‘Kaido podcast!
 Next read the three statements below. What do you think is the answer?
 If you are not sure - GUESS! Choose ‘YES' or ‘NO’!

A: To cross the Kurushima Kaikyo Bridge for cyclists cost ¥2,300.
B: The Shimanami Kaido route ends at Matsuyama Station.
C: The Shimanami Kaido is 4,015 metres in length. 

YES | NO
YES | NO
YES | NO

Location 3 | Jumbled Paragraphs

 Read / Listen to Location 3.
 What is the correct order for the sentences in each paragraph.

A Very Long Bridge! 
(A) OK, how about 69 x the Leaning Tower of Pisa? (B) The 4,015 metre bridge also marks the final 
stretch of the Shimanami Kaido route! (C) Can you imagine 39 x Statues of Liberty lined up end to end? 
(D) Maybe this might help, imagine cycling 2/5ths of the total height of Mount Everest! (E) If you can 
contemplate that, then you will have the length of the Kurushima Kaikyō Bridge - the 2nd longest 
suspension bridge in the world! (F) No? 

(A) We are standing looking south west down the Seto Island Sea as other cyclists, hikers and a few 
runners scamper by eager to complete the last stretch to Imabari Station. (B) You find ENW halfway 
across the Shimanami Crown Bridge as it is called in English, and the views are absolutely spectacular. 
(C) We are also pleased that, unlike cars, trucks and scooters we don’t have to pay ¥2,300 to cross the 
bridge! (D) The road is very busy, and ENW is grateful that there is a separate non-vehicle lane. 

(A) And best of all -  the whole route, approximately 75km is completely free if you cycle, hike or run!  
(B) Our journey on the Shimanami Kaido is almost done, we have around 9.5km to go before we reach 
the final stop at Imabari Station. (C) ENW and our friend Pete has made it to the other side! (D) Sadly, 
ENW is not quite finished, as unlike Pete, we are not getting the train to Matsuyama…so back on the bike 
then! (E) The last few days have been brilliant, the weather has been perfect and the scenery amazing! 

P 1: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ P 2: ____ ____ ____ ____ P 3: ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Q & A

1 | How many Leaning Towers of Pisa is the bridge equal to? ______________________
2 | What is the name of the bridge in English?     ______________________
3 | How much does it cost for a car to cross the bridge? ______________________
4 | How will Pete get to Matsuyama?    ______________________
5 | What is the name of the statue? ______________________



Part 3 | Reading & Listening 4[6] ENW 433

Day 4: MatsuyamaLocation 4

 Read the title for the 4th part of this special ‘Kaido podcast!
 Next read the three statements below. What do you think is the answer?
 If you are not sure - GUESS! Choose ‘YES' or ‘NO’!

A: Matsuyama Castle was rebuilt in 1962.
B: From Imabari to Matsuyama is 43km approx.
C: The ferry journey between Hiroshima to Imabari is 4 hours. 

YES | NO
YES | NO
YES | NO

Location 4 | Which Word?

 Read / Listen to Location 4
 Read the 7 words in the box and then put them in the correct place.

1| castle    2| snooze    3| riding  4| restrictions  5 | rebuilt   6| coastline  7 |  hails

Cherry Blossom, A Castle & A Ferry! 
The final stretch of ENWs cycling adventure involved a 43km coastal ride, a night’s stay in Matsuyama and 
then the ferry back to Hiroshima. Cycling along the Shikoku Island 1: _____ from Imabari to Matsuyama was 
the easiest ride of the 3 days! Almost flat, lovely cool breeze and some nice small towns that guided ENW 
towards our destination. The city of Matsuyama is famous for one of the most popular onsen, or hot springs, in 
Japan - the Dogo Onsen. Sadly, due to COVID-19 2: _____ ENW couldn’t visit this time. 

ENWs cycling companion had already checked-in to his hotel before we arrived and was a tad more 
refreshed! Still after a quick change to get out of our cycling gear we were off to the castle and then dinner 
with an old friend. After being tempted by the ropeway, ENW decided to walk up to the 3: ____, a 15min 
hike. But with the cherry blossom in full bloom and clear blue skies the castle looked very Japanese! ENW 
learnt, that iMatsuyama Castle was only 4: ______ in 1972 after being completely destroyed during WW2.  

After strolling down the hill to Matsuyama University, ENW met up with one of the English language professors 
and an old friend. Bruce, 5: ____ from just north of Glasgow in Scotland, but has been in Japan for 20 years! 
Aside from thinking that 6: _____ 200km in one day is easy, he is, sadly like Peter another Liverpool FC fan.  

So podcasters you finally find ENW sitting cosily on the Paseo ferry that runs between Matsuyama and 
Hiroshima. The ¥4,5000 ticket seems a little high, but as we gaze out of the window the 3 hour journey will go 
by in no time. Indeed, ENW is quite keen on a quick 7: _____… 

Q & A

1 | What university is mentioned?  ______________________
2 | What is the name of the onsen?  ______________________
3 | How long did it take to walk up to the castle?  ______________________
4 | Where is Bruce from?            ______________________
5 | How much was the ferry ticket?                    ______________________



Part 4 | Post Listening / Reading[7] ENW 433

Writing Which One?

Writing

 Which as your favourite Kaido location? Write as many reasons!
 Research the city and find TWO more locations you would like to visit.
 Write about your choices and explain why you chose them!

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Did you Know..?And finally…

(S) It will take a very, very long time! (T) In some races, due to the assistance from the scooter at 
the beginning, cyclists can reach up to speeds of 70km/h! (U) That cycling is very popular in 
Japan, the country has a particular love of track cycling. (V) In English it simply means to cycle 
the length of Japan! (W) Professional track cycling began in Japan in 1948 as one of the four 
allowed betting sports. (X) A rather quirky other cycling route in Japan that is, well not really 
popular, but well-know is the ‘Nihon Isshu’. (Y) Known has ‘Keirin’ the word has become known 
in English to represent a particular type of race which involves sprint finish after a motorised 
start. (Z) The good news is that it can be done using any route, the bad news?  
                                                            ____________________  



[8] ENW 433Extra | Video Links

Okinawa Locations Video

1 | Rita Cowan & Masataka Taketsuru 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVZuRqIfBa8 [03:47]
Origins of Nikka Whisky

2 | Onomichi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muuQ4NjJ5yQ  [02:55]
City of Japanese Nostalgia

3 | Rabbit Island
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ixspJ-SnMk [04:34]
Why so many rabbits?

4 | Dogo Onsen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLpQhh1_ATM [2:16]
Drone of Dogo Onsen

‘Kaido Extra 1 | 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfcZ0Q1gbxM  [04:33]
History of Whisky in Japan

‘Kaido Extra 2 | 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWDzi14fRmI [10:29]
Shimanami Kaido

‘Kaido Extra 3 | 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VFXoVR9PWc  [01:54]
Matsuyama Tourism Video

‘Kaido Extra 4 |  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoijD94Zo0g [06:54]
What is Keirin? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVZuRqIfBa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWDzi14fRmI


[9] ENW 433ANSWERS

Warm Up 1 
(a)	 Is the logo of UK cycling brand Boardman. B, C & D are all American brands!

Warm Up 3 | Cycling Grand Tour Winners 
1: Eddie Merckx.  2: Bernard Hinault.  3: Chris Froome.  4: Jacques Anquetil 

5: Gino Bartali.  6: Vincenzo Nibali.  7: Greg LeMond. 8: Primoz Roglic 

Pre - Listening 1 
1: C / 2: F / 3: E/ 4: B / 5: A / 6: D

Pre - Listening 2 | Quiz 
1: A / 2: B / 3: C / 4: A  / 5: A / 6: C / 7: B / 8: C / 9: B

Location 1 | Day 1 
Yes or No?	 	 A: NO	 	 B: YES	 	 C: YES 
Q & A	 	 	 1: 88.9km   2: Scotland   3: Salt   4: Liverpool FC  5: Four ‘4’

Whisky, Mountains and Tired Legs! 
ENW is 49km into what, if everything goes well, will be a 240km 3-Day cycling adventure! We are going to ride the 
spectacular Shimanami Kaido, a 75km winding journey over bridges and islands clumped between two of Japan’s four 
main islands. But, as ENW is a tad crazier, we are actually starting in Hiroshima City! We left our home at 9:43am and a 
few hours and 51km later - we have reached the small city of Takehara on the Seto Island Sea coast.  
Takehara is famous for salt, a lot of the town's wealth was created through the trading of the mineral. The reason why ENW has 
stopped, aside to rest our legs, is because we have stumbled across the city’s preserved Old Town. Consisting of a few streets, many of 
the buildings are from the 19th Century. There is even a statue to Jessie Roberta Cowan and her husband. The Scottish lady became 
more famous as Taketsuru Rita - the husband of Masataka - the founder of Nikka Whisky who was born in the city in 1894. 

You now find ENW about 25km or so up the road and just after cycling over a seemingly never ending mountain! We are 
about to enter the port city of Mihara, and hopefully from now on the terrain will be pretty flat! But we have made good 
time, and should reach Onomichi City in time for dinner! 
88.9km! Yup ENW has finished Day 1 of our cycling adventure. We have met up with our friend Pete, a Liverpool FC fan (but we 
forgive him!) who perhaps sensibly took the train to here from Hiroshima! Tomorrow the Shimanami Kaido begins for real, but first - 
Pete, what is for dinner..? 

Location 2 | Day 2 
Yes or No?	 	 A: YES	 	 B: NO	 	 C: NO 
Q & A	 	 	 1: 19C   2: I-Link Hostel  3: 4   4: Tatara Bridge  5: 8 minutes. 

Bridges, Runners, A Brontosaurus & 3 Moai! 
ENWs legs are not too bad as we have our first stop of the day 18km into Day 2 of our Kaido Ride! We have just 
stopped across from a Lawson convenience store and have fuelled up on sports drinks and some gels. The weather 
is beautiful, around 19C and ENW has already completed two bridges, three hills and a ferry crossing!  
We started the journey with a short 8 minute crossing from Onomichi to Mukaishima. On board were half a dozen Japanese-American 
students who were cycling before they started the new academic year. From Mukaishima ENW and Pete cycled across the 2nd island 
of the day - Innoshima - where we spied four unusual statues. The first was a life-size brontosaurus overlooking Shimanami Beach. The 
latter, a few hundred metres down the road were three Moai! Now ENW has visited Easter Island (ENW 299) and seen some genuine 
ones, but we never expected to spy three copies tucked away 14,069 km from their source! 

So, ENW has reached the accommodation for Day 2, the rather cosy I-Link Hostel & Cafe tucked a few hundred metres from the 
Tatara Bridge. After a meal of chicken, rice and salad we have washed it down with a couple of rather good mojitos! But, the 
most impressive of all were two 50+ ladies we met. Why? They are running the whole Shimanami Kaido, all 75km - in just 2 
days! We are knackered already!  



Location 3 |  Day 3
Yes or No?	 	 A: NO	 	 B: NO	 	 C: YES 
Q & A	 	 	 1: 69   2: Shimanami Crown Bridge  3: ¥2,300  4: By Train  5: Statue of Liberty

A Very Long Bridge! 
(C) Can you imagine 39 x Statues of Liberty lined up end to end? (F) No? (A) OK, how about 69 x the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa? (D) Maybe this might help, imagine cycling 2/5ths of the total height of Mount Everest! (E) If you can 
contemplate that, then you will have the length of the Kurushima Kaikyō Bridge - the 2nd longest suspension bridge 
in the world! (B) The 4,015 metre bridge also marks the final stretch of the Shimanami Kaido route! 

(B) You find ENW halfway across the Shimanami Crown Bridge as it is called in English, and the views are 
absolutely spectacular. (A) We are standing looking south west down the Seto Island Sea as other cyclists, hikers 
and a few runners scamper by eager to complete the last stretch to Imabari Station. (D) The road is very busy, and 
ENW is grateful that there is a separate non-vehicle lane. (C) We are also pleased that, unlike cars, trucks and 
scooters we don’t have to pay ¥2,300 to cross the bridge! 

(C) ENW and our friend Pete has made it to the other side! (B) Our journey on the Shimanami Kaido is almost 
done, we have around 9.5km to go before we reach the final stop at Imabari Station. (E) The last few days have 
been brilliant, the weather has been perfect and the scenery amazing! (A) And best of all -  the whole route, 
approximately 75km is completely free if you cycle, hike or run! (D) Sadly, ENW is not quite finished, as unlike 
Pete, we are not getting the train to Matsuyama…so back on the bike then! 

Location 4 | Day 4
Yes or No?	 	 A: NO	 	 B: YES	 	 C: NO 
Q & A	 	 	 1: Matsuyama Univ   2: Dogo Onsen  3: 15 mins  4: Glasgow, Scotland  5: ¥4,500

Cherry Blossom, A Castle & A Ferry! 
The final stretch of ENWs cycling adventure involved a 43km coastal ride, a night’s stay in Matsuyama and then the ferry back to 
Hiroshima. Cycling along the Shikoku Island coastline from Imabari to Matsuyama was the easiest ride of the 3 days! Almost flat, lovely 
cool breeze and some nice small towns that guided ENW towards our destination. The city of Matsuyama is famous for one of the most 
popular onsen, or hot springs, in Japan - the Dogo Onsen. Sadly, due to COVID-19 restrictions ENW couldn’t visit this time. 

ENWs cycling companion had already checked-in to his hotel before we arrived and was a tad more refreshed! Still after 
a quick change to get out of our cycling gear we were off to the castle and then dinner with an old friend. After being 
tempted by the ropeway, ENW decided to walk up to the castle, a 15 min hike. But with the cherry blossom in full bloom 
and clear blue skies the castle looked very Japanese! ENW learnt, that in fact Matsuyama Castle was only rebuilt in 1972 
after being completely destroyed during WW2.  

After strolling down the hill to Matsuyama University, ENW met up with one of the English language professors and an 
old friend. Bruce, hails from just north of Glasgow in Scotland, but has been in Japan for 20 years! Aside from thinking 
that riding 200km in one day is easy, he is, sadly like Peter another Liverpool FC fan.  

So podcasters you finally find ENW sitting cosily on the Paseo ferry that runs between Matsuyama and Hiroshima. The 
¥4,5000 ticket seems a little high, but as we gaze out of the window the 3 hour journey will got by in no time. Indeed, 
ENW is quite keen on a quick snooze… 

And Finally… 
U / W / Y / T / X / V / Z /S

The End of English New Weekly Podcast 




